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Abstract

Suppose that a dataset with N endogenous variables is available. N1 of those vari-

ables are the variables of interest. You want to estimate a vector autoregression (VAR)

with the variables of interest. Which of the remaining N −N1 variables, if any, should

you include in the VAR with the variables of interest? We propose a Bayesian methodol-

ogy to answer this question. This question arises in most applications of VARs, whether

in prediction or impulse response analysis. We apply the methodology to predict a vec-

tor of macroeconomic variables in the euro area.
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1 Introduction

Vector autoregressions (VARs), introduced in Sims (1980), are a standard tool in macroe-

conomics. Macroeconomists use VARs to form out-of-sample, multi-period predictions of

interdependent time series. Furthermore, macroeconomists use VARs to identify the dy-

namic effects of structural shocks such as monetary policy shocks, fiscal policy shocks,

technology shocks, and news shocks. Before we run a VAR, we rarely know a priori exactly

which variables to include. Typically, we begin with a small set of variables that we are

interested in and we realize that, in principle, we can include many other variables in the

VAR. For example, when we set out to forecast with a VAR the joint path of the price level

and GDP, we realize that, in principle, many variables can improve our forecasts. To take

another example, when we set out to estimate with a VAR the impulse response of hours

worked to a technology shock, we realize that, in principle, the inclusion or exclusion of

many “control variables” can affect our estimates.

In this paper, we study the choice of variables in a VAR. We consider the following

question. Suppose that a dataset with N endogenous variables is available. Furthermore,

suppose that N1 of those variables are the variables of interest. We want to estimate a VAR

with the variables of interest. Which of the remaining N −N1 variables, if any, should we

include in the VAR with the variables of interest?

We develop a Bayesian methodology to answer this question. At the center of this

methodology lies the concept of block-exogeneity. Consider a partition of a vector of vari-

ables y into two subvectors, y = {yi, yj}. Think of the following question: Do the elements

of yj improve a forecast of any variable in yi, compared with a forecast that is based on

lagged values of all the elements of yi alone? If the answer to this question is “no”, yi is said

to be block-exogenous with respect to yj . It turns out that the decision about which of the

remaining variables to include in the VAR with the variables of interest involves evaluating,

via marginal likelihood, block-exogeneity restrictions in the VAR with all N variables. If

the variables of interest are block-exogenous with respect to some other variable yk, we

can “drop” this other variable yk from the VAR. That is to say, we can rewrite the VAR

in recursive form, so that the variables of interest are explained only by lagged values of

themselves and lagged values of other variables in the dataset, but not by lagged values of
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yk. Thereafter, we can use for prediction and impulse response analysis only the part of the

VAR including the variables of interest but excluding yk.

In an important recent paper, Bańbura et al. (2010) show that a large VAR with as many

as 131 variables forecasts better out-of-sample than small VARs. This finding appears to

suggest that we can simply estimate a VAR with all N variables. However, Bańbura et al.

(2010) also show that a VAR with 20 variables achieves much of the improvement in the

predictive performance over small VARs. This finding raises the following questions: How

do we decide which 20 variables to include in a VAR? How do we decide whether to include

20, 15, or 25 variables? Our methodology addresses these questions in a systematic way.

Cushman and Zha (1997) and Zha (1999) analyze VARs with a block-exogeneity re-

striction from the Bayesian perspective. Both papers are interested in all variables being

modeled and do not use block-exogeneity to justify dropping variables. Furthermore, the

authors either impose block-exogeneity a priori or test for it using classical methods.

This paper is related to the literature on Bayesian variable selection in VARs initiated in

George et al. (2008). See also Jochmann et al. (2010) and Korobilis (2010). This literature

considers general patterns of zero restrictions on VAR coefficients and averages over different

patterns of zero restrictions. In contrast, we are concerned only with a particular type of

zero restrictions on VAR coefficients, namely block-exogeneity restrictions, because block-

exogeneity restrictions justify reducing the dimension of a VAR. We do not average over

different restrictions, instead picking the single best restriction, because our goal is to choose

an optimal VAR of a reduced dimension.

Section 2 states the question that we study and describes the methodology that we

propose to answer this question. Section 3 discusses the computational aspects of the

methodology. Section 4 presentz an empirical application to euro area data. Section 5 de-

scribes the relationship between the methodology that we propose and alternatives. Section

6 concludes.
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2 The question and the methodology to answer it

This section states the question that we study and proposes a methodology to answer this

question.

Throughout this paper, we consider VAR models all of which have the form

y (t) = γ +B (L) y (t− 1) + u (t) , (1)

where y (t) is a vector of endogenous variables in period t, γ is a constant term, B (L) is a

matrix polynomial in the lag operator of order P −1, and u (t) is a Gaussian random vector

with mean zero and covariance matrix Σ conditional on y (t− s) for all s ≥ 1.

The question that we study is the following. Suppose that a dataset with N endogenous

variables is available. Furthermore, suppose that N1 < N of those variables are the variables

of interest. Let N2 = N −N1. We want to estimate a VAR with the variables of interest.

Which of the remaining N2 variables, if any, should we include in the VAR with the variables

of interest?

The rest of this section describes the methodology that we propose to answer this ques-

tion. At the center of this methodology lies the concept of block-exogeneity.

2.1 Block-exogeneity

Consider a partition of a vector of variables y into two blocks, y = {yi, yj}, and a conformable

partition of the VAR model of y:yi (t)

yj (t)

 = γ +

Bii(L) Bij(L)

Bji(L) Bjj(L)

yi (t− 1)

yj (t− 1)

+ u (t) . (2)

Definition 1 (Hamilton, 1994, p.309) Block-exogeneity: The group of variables repre-

sented by yi is said to be block-exogenous (in the time series sense) with respect to the

variables in yj if the elements of yj are of no help in improving a forecast of any variable

contained in yi that is based on lagged values of all the elements of yi alone.

In the VAR given in equation (2), yi is block-exogenous to yj if and only if Bij(L) = 0.

We make three observations regarding block-exogeneity.
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Relation with Granger causality : The restriction Bij(L) = 0 is the same as: (i) the

statement that the variables in yj do not Granger-cause any of the variables in yi, and (ii)

the statement that the variables in yi are Granger causally prior to the variables in yj .
1

Furthermore, with this restriction the VAR has a recursive form: current yi is explained

only by lagged values of itself, and current yj is explained by lagged values of itself and

lagged values of yi.

Bayesian test of block-exogeneity : To test the restriction Bij(L) = 0 a Bayesian com-

putes the marginal likelihood of the VAR given in equation (2), p(Y ), and the marginal

likelihood of that VAR conditional on the restriction Bij(L) = 0, p(Y |Bij(L) = 0). When

the prior probabilities of the unrestricted and restricted model are equal, the Bayesian

prefers the specification with the higher marginal likelihood. Note that, with equal prior

probabilities, the Bayes factor
p(Y |Bij(L) = 0)

p(Y )

is equal to the posterior odds in favor of the restriction.

Relation of the Bayesian test to out-of-sample fit: The outcome of this test depends on

out-of-sample fit of the VAR without and with the restriction, because, as is well known,

marginal likelihood depends on out-of-sample fit. Furthermore, the outcome of this test

depends on how well the model fits both yi and yj . The reasons why fitting yj matters

are as follows: (i) in order to predict yi well out-of-sample, the unrestricted model must

also predict yj well out-of-sample, and (ii) the comparison in the test is made with respect

to the unrestricted model. In section 5, we compare this approach with other approaches

based on out-of-sample fit of yi only.

These three observations suggest the following principle that we adopt: Given a dataset

with N variables and given that N1 of those variables are the variables of interest, the

decision about which of the remaining N2 variables to include in the VAR with the variables

of interest involves evaluating, via marginal likelihood, block-exogeneity restrictions in the

VAR with all N variables.

1For the definition of Granger causal priority see Sims (2010).
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2.2 The family of VARs and the choice of the best VAR

We now define a family of VAR models with block-exogeneity restrictions and cast the

choice of variables in a VAR as the choice of one model from this family.

Consider a family of models Ω such that: (i) all models in Ω are VARs with N variables

represented by y with zero, one or more block-exogeneity restrictions, and (ii) the variables

in y are ordered so that the variables of interest represented by y1 are in the first block.

Note that with zero block-exogeneity restrictions the VAR has one block.

Since our approach is Bayesian, we need to define a prior about parameters in each model

from this family. The prior about the parameters in the unrestricted model is p(B,Σ), where

B is a matrix collecting γ and the parameters in B(L) in equation (1). The prior in a model

ω ∈ Ω is given by pω(B,Σ) = p(B,Σ|Bω = 0), where Bω denotes the parameters in the

matrix B that are set to zero because of one or more block-exogeneity restrictions.

We evaluate the marginal likelihood of each model in Ω, p(Y |ω), and choose the model

with the highest marginal likelihood, ω∗.

Note that, in the end, the model of interest is only the first block of the best model ω∗.

The reasons are that (i) y1 is the vector containing the variables of interest, and (ii) once

we have found the best model ω∗, given the definition of block-exogeneity, only the first

block of the best model ω∗ is relevant for modeling y1.

2.3 A trivariate example

Given that our interest is in y1, it is not immediately intuitive why we study a family that

includes VARs with more that one block-exogeneity restriction. In this subsection, we study

an example to illustrate our approach and motivate our choice of model family.

Suppose that N1 = 1 and N = 3, i.e. there is one variable of interest and the dataset

contains three variables. Setting N = 3 we can rewrite equation (1) as follows
y1 (t)

y2 (t)

y3 (t)

 = γ +


B11(L) B12(L) B13(L)

B21(L) B22(L) B23(L)

B31(L) B32(L) B33(L)



y1 (t− 1)

y2 (t− 1)

y3 (t− 1)

+ u (t) . (3)

We think of y1 as the variable of interest and we think of y2 and y3 as the remaining

variables. In this example, the question that we study reduces to: Should we include y1, y2
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and y3 in the VAR, should we include y1 and y2, should we include y1 and y3, or should we

include only y1?

We make four observations about this example.

First, “including y1 and y2 in the VAR” means estimating the VAR given in equation

(3) with the restriction B13(L) = B23(L) = 0; “including y1 and y3 in the VAR” means

estimating that VAR with the restriction B12(L) = B32(L) = 0; and “including only y1 in

the VAR” means estimating that VAR with the restriction B12(L) = B13(L) = 0.

Note that with each restriction the VAR has a recursive form. For example, consider

the restriction B13(L) = B23(L) = 0. With this restriction, current y1 and y2 are explained

only by lagged values of themselves, and current y3 is explained by lagged values of itself

and lagged values of y1 and y2.

Second, the restriction B13(L) = B23(L) = 0 is the same as the statement that y1 and y2

are block-exogenous to y3; the restriction B12(L) = B32(L) = 0 is the same as the statement

that y1 and y3 are block-exogenous to y2; and the restriction B12(L) = B13(L) = 0 is the

same as the statement that y1 is block-exogenous to y2 and y3.2

Third, to test the block-exogeneity restrictions, a Bayesian computes the marginal like-

lihood of the VAR given in equation (3) without and with each block-exogeneity restric-

tion. When the prior probabilities of the unrestricted and restricted models are equal, the

Bayesian prefers the specification with the highest marginal likelihood.

The outcome of this procedure depends on how well the model fits y1, y2 and y3. The

reasons why fitting y2 and y3 matters are as follows: (i) in order to predict y1 well out-of-

sample, the unrestricted model must also predict y2 and y3 well out-of-sample, (ii) in order

to predict y1 well out-of-sample, the model with the restriction B13(L) = B23(L) = 0 must

also predict y2 well out-of-sample and the model with the restriction B12(L) = B32(L) = 0

must also predict y3 well out-of-sample, and (iii) the restricted models are compared with

one another and with the unrestricted model; to make this comparison, we need to keep

track of the out-of-sample fit of all variables.

Fourth, one could consider other restrictions. One could be concerned that the result of

2We use the term “block-exogeneity” for consistency throughout the paper, even though in the trivariate

example some “blocks” include only one variable.
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the block-exogeneity tests depends on whether another restriction is imposed. In particular,

one could be concerned that modeling the interaction between the remaining variables

matters for the result of the block-exogeneity tests.

Our approach to modeling the interaction between the remaining variables is to consider

block-exogeneity restrictions among the remaining variables. In the trivariate case, there

are five block-exogeneity restrictions: the three restrictions stated earlier and the following

two restrictions. The restriction B12(L) = B13(L) = B23(L) = 0, which is the same

as the statement that y1 is block-exogenous to y2 and y3 and y2 block-exogenous to y3.

Furthermore, the restriction B12(L) = B13(L) = B32(L) = 0, which is the same as the

statement that y1 is block-exogenous to y2 and y3 and y3 is block-exogenous to y2. Note

that if either one of the two specifications introduced here is selected, the decision is “include

only y1 in the VAR”.

2.4 Notation for block-exogeneity and the size of Ω

We use the notation

yi BE yj

as a stand-in for the statement “the block of variables yi is block-exogenous to the block of

variables yj”.

Block-exogeneity is transitive. That is, yi BE yj and yj BE yk implies that yi BE yk.

Each model ω ∈ Ω is fully characterized by the pattern of BE restrictions such that y1

is always in the first block. That is, each model ω ∈ Ω is fully characterized by the pattern

of BE restrictions of the form

{y1, y2.1} BE y2.2 BE ... BE y2.G, 0 < G < N2, (4)

where y2.1, ..., y2.G is a partition of y2 into G subsets. Expression (4) states that the first

block of model ω includes the vector {y1, y2.1}. This is a general statement, because each of

the vectors y2.1, ..., y2.G can be empty. For example, in the VAR with zero block-exogeneity

restrictions the vector y2.1 is non-empty and each of the vectors y2.2, ..., y2.G is empty.

It may appear that the family of VARs Ω, characterized by expression (4), is small. For

example, block-exogeneity restrictions in a VAR are only a small subset of all possible zero
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restrictions in a VAR. However, it turns out that the family of VARs Ω is very large. In

particular, the family of VARs Ω grows very quickly with N2. To see this, consider the

number of all possible block-exogeneity restrictions among N2 variables, denoted C(N2).

Since block-exogeneity is a transitive relation, C(N2) is equal to the number of weak orders

of N2 elements. One can show that

C(N2) =

N2−1∑
k=0

(
N2

k

)
C(k)

and asymptotically

C(N2) ≈ N2!

2(ln 2)N2+1
.

See OEIS (2011). The size of the family of VARs Ω is K(N2) = 2C(N2), i.e. the size

of the family of VARs Ω equals twice the number of block-exogeneity restrictions among

N2 variables in y2. The reason that the multiplication by two is necessary is that, given

each pattern of block-exogeneity restrictions within y2, we can either have that the block-

exogeneity between y1 and y2 or not. In terms of expression (4), y2.1 can be either empty

or non-empty.

Consider a few examples. In our trivariate example, K(N2 = 2) = 6. Next, K(N2 =

3) = 26, K(N2 = 4) = 150, K(N2 = 5) = 1082, K(N2 = 6) = 9366, K(N2 = 7) = 94586,

and so on.

3 The methodology: computational aspects

This section discusses the computational aspects of the methodology that we propose in

this paper.

3.1 Prerequisites: conjugate prior and posterior

The likelihood of the VAR given in equation (1), conditional on initial observations, is

p(Y |B,Σ) = (2π)−NT/2 |Σ|−T/2 exp

(
−1

2
tr(Y −XB)′(Y −XB)Σ−1

)
, (5)
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where N is the length of the vector y (t), T is the number of observations in the sample,

Y
T×N

=


y (1)′

y (2)′

...

y (T )′

 , B
K×N

=


B′1
...

B′P

γ′

 ,

and

X
T×K

=


y (0)′ y (−1)′ . . . y (1− P )′ 1

y (1)′ y (0)′ . . . y (2− P )′ 1
...

...
...

...

y (T − 1)′ y (T − 2)′ . . . y (T − P )′ 1


Throughout this paper, we assume that the prior density of B and Σ is conjugate, i.e.

the prior density satisfies

p(B,Σ) ∝ |Σ|−(ν̃+K+N+1)/2 exp

(
−1

2
tr(Ỹ − X̃B)′(Ỹ − X̃B)Σ−1

)
, (6)

where ν̃, Ỹ , and X̃ are prior hyperparameters of appropriate dimensions and K = NP + 1.

Section 4.1 discusses the specification of the prior hyperparameters in this paper’s applica-

tion. Let

Q̃ = (X̃ ′X̃)−1, B̃ = (X̃ ′X̃)−1X̃ ′Ỹ , and S̃ = (Ỹ − X̃B̃)′(Ỹ − X̃B̃).

It is straightforward to show that, so long as ν̃ > 0, the prior is proper and satisfies

p(B,Σ) = p(B|Σ)p(Σ) = N
(

vec B̃,Σ⊗ Q̃
)
IW

(
S̃, ν̃

)
,

where N denotes a multivariate normal density and IW denotes an inverted Wishart den-

sity. See Bauwens et al. (1999), Appendix A, for the definitions of the multivariate normal

and inverted Wishart densities.

We obtain the posterior by combining prior (6) with likelihood (5). Let v̄ = ν̃ + T ,

Ȳ =

Ỹ
Y

 X̄ =

X̃
X

 ,

Q̄ =
(
X̄ ′X̄

)−1
, B̄ =

(
X̄ ′X̄

)−1
X̄ ′Ȳ , and S̄ = (Ȳ − X̄B̄)′(Ȳ − X̄B̄).

It is straightforward to show that, so long as v̄ > 0, the posterior is proper and satisfies

p(B,Σ) = p(B|Σ)p(Σ) = N
(
vec B̄,Σ⊗ Q̄

)
IW

(
S̄, v̄

)
.
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3.2 Bayes factor for a single block-exogeneity restriction

It turns out that, when the interest is in testing a single block-exogeneity restriction in a

VAR, there is an analytical expression for the Bayes factor for this test.

Suppose that we partition the vector modeled in the VAR given in equation (1) into

two blocks, y = {yi, yj}, and we want to test if yi is block-exogenous to yj . Let α denote

the column indices of the variables represented by yi in matrix Y . Let β denote the column

indices of the lags of the variables represented by yj in matrix X.3 The block-exogeneity

restriction is Bβ,α = 0. Let p{yi,yj}(B,Σ) denote the prior on Σ and on the free elements of

B in the restricted VAR. Recall that p(B,Σ) is the prior in the unrestricted VAR satisfying

(6). The following result is available. If

p{yi,yj}(B,Σ) = p(B,Σ|Bβ,α = 0) (7)

then the Bayes factor for the comparison between the VAR with Bβ,α = 0 with the unre-

stricted VAR has the property

p(Y |Bβ,α = 0)

p(Y )
=
p(Bβ,α = 0|Y )

p(Bβ,α = 0)
, (8)

where p(Bβ,α = 0) is the marginal prior density of Bβ,α in the unrestricted model, evaluated

at the point Bβ,α = 0, and p(Bβ,α = 0|Y ) is the marginal posterior density of Bβ,α in the

unrestricted model, evaluated at the point Bβ,α = 0. This result is known as the Savage-

Dickey result. The right-hand-side of expression (8) is known as the Savage-Dickey ratio.

See Dickey (1971) and Verdinelli and Wasserman (1995). The Savage-Dickey result states

that the Bayes factor for the test of the restriction Bβ,α = 0 against the alternative Bβ,α 6= 0

is equal to the ratio of the marginal posterior density of Bβ,α at zero to the marginal prior

density of Bβ,α at zero.

When priors are as defined in section 3.1, both marginal densities in the Savage-Dickey

ratio are available analytically. The marginal prior density of Bβ,α is

p(Bβ,α) = Mt(B̃β,α, (Q̃β,β)−1, S̃α,α, ν̃ −N2), (9)

3If we define ᾱ to be the indices of the variables represented by yj in matrix Y , we have β = (ᾱ, N +

ᾱ, 2N + ᾱ, ...(P − 1)N + ᾱ).
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where Mt denotes the matricvariate Student density. See Bauwens et al. (1999), Appendix

A.2.7, for the definition of the matricvariate Student density and the proof of equality (9)).

Furthermore, the marginal posterior density is

p(Bβ,α|Y ) = Mt(B̄β,α, (Q̄β,β)−1, S̄α,α, ν̄ −N2), (10)

The analytical expressions (9)-(10) are available due to the fact that picking an intersection

of rows β and columns α from B preserves the Kronecker structure of the variance of B.

3.3 Bayes factor for multiple block-exogeneity restrictions

When the interest is in testing multiple block-exogeneity restrictions in a VAR, the Kro-

necker structure of the variance of the restricted subset of B is destroyed and an analytical

expression for the Savage-Dickey ratio is unavailable. However, it is straightforward to

compute the Savage-Dickey ratio numerically.

Consider the case of two block-exogeneity restrictions

yi BE yj BE yk. (11)

A generalization to G block-exogeneity restrictions is straightforward. Let α1 denote the

column indices of the variables represented by yi in matrix Y . Let β1 denote the column

indices of the lags of the variables represented by yj and yk in matrix X.4 Let α2 denote the

column indices of the variables represented by yj in matrix Y . Let β2 denote the column

indices of the lags of the variables represented by yk in matrix X.5 The block-exogeneity

restrictions are Bβ1,α1 = Bβ2,α2 = 0. Suppose that condition (7) is satisfied. Then the Bayes

factor for the test of the restriction Bβ1,α1 = Bβ2,α2 = 0 against the unrestricted model is

equal to the ratio of the posterior to prior marginal density of (Bβ1,α1 , Bβ2,α2) evaluated

at zero. The marginal density of (Bβ1,α1 , Bβ2,α2) is not available in closed form. However,

the density of ((vecBβ1,α1)′, (vecBβ2,α2)′)′ conditional on Σ is multivariate normal. The

conditional prior density is

p

vecBβ1,α1

vecBβ2,α2

 |Σ
 = N

vec B̃β1,α1

vec B̃β2,α2

 ,

Σα1,α1Q̃β1,β1 ...

Σα2,α1Q̃β2,β1 Σα2,α2Q̃β2,β2

 .

4If we define α1̄ = (α2, α3), we have β1 = (α1̄, N + α1̄, 2N + α1̄, ...(P − 1)N + α1̄).
5If we define α2̄ = α3, we have β1 = (α2̄, N + α2̄, 2N + α2̄, ...(P − 1)N + α2̄).
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The marginal prior density at zero can be approximated from M Monte Carlo draws of Σ

as

p

 vecBβ1,α1

vecBβ2,α2

= 0

 =
1

M

∑M

m=1
p

 vecBβ1,α1

vecBβ2,α2

= 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣Σm


The approximation of the marginal posterior density at zero is analogous, with the variables

with “tildes” replaced by the variables with “upper bars”.

[Note that this works also for an arbitrary pattern of zero restrictions in B.]

3.4 Marginal likelihood of the full model

The marginal likelihood of a VAR model with the conjugate prior is available in closed

form. The marginal likelihood of the VAR model with our notation is

p(Y ) = π−NT/2
|X̃ ′X̃|N/2

|X̄ ′X̄|N/2
ΓN
(
ν̃+T

2

)
ΓN
(
ν̃
2

) |S̃|ν̃/2

|S̄|(ν̃+T )/2
, (12)

where ΓN denotes the multivariate Gamma function defined in expression (22) in Appendix

A. See Appendix A for a derivation of expression (12).

We combine the marginal likelihood of the unrestricted VAR model, p(Y ) with the pos-

terior odds ratio between a restricted model and the unrestricted model, p(Y |restr.)/p(Y ) to

obtain the marginal likelihood of the restricted model, p(Y |restr.). We use the relationship

p(Y |restr.) = p(Y )× p(Y |restr.)/p(Y ).

3.5 Finding the best model when Ω is too large to check all models

When there are too many block-exogeneity restrictions for us to evaluate all of them, we

search for the best VAR using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Model Composition (MC3)

algorithm of Madigan and York (1995).

We implement the MC3 algorithm as follows. Given a particular model, i.e. a pattern

of block-exogeneity restrictions (4), we define the neighborhood of this pattern. The neigh-

borhood includes the given pattern and all patterns that differ from the given pattern by

the position of only one variable. There are possible four differences in the position of a

variable. The variables can (i) join the previous block, (ii) join the next block, (iii) become

a block on its own prior to its current block, and (iv) become a block on its own posterior to
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its current block. Only subsets of these four possibilities apply to variables in the first block

and the last block as well as to variables that are in a block of only one or two variables.

We describe the neighborhood in detail in Appendix C.

The MC3 chain moves as follows. The neighborhood of pattern ω is denoted nbr(ω)

and there are #nbr(ω) patterns in this neighborhood. We attach equal probability to each

pattern in the neighborhood and randomly draw the candidate pattern ω′ from the neigh-

borhood. We accept this draw with probability

min

{
1,

#nbr(ω)p(Y |ω′)
#nbr(ω′)p(Y |ω)

}
We continue drawing models until the chain converges. [To be completed.]

4 Application to the euro area

4.1 Prior

We construct our prior in two steps: (i) we start with an initial prior formulated before

seeing any data, and (ii) we combine the initial prior with the training sample. Accordingly,

matrices Ỹ , X̃ in expression (6) consist of two blocks.

Ỹ =

YSZ
Yts

 , X̃ =

XSZ

Xts

 ,

and the terms YSZ , Yts, XSZ , Xts, and Tts are defined below.

The initial prior is the prior proposed by Sims and Zha (1998). We implement the Sims-

Zha prior by creating dummy observations YSZ and XSZ . The term ν̃ in expression (6) also

belongs to the initial prior. Appendix B gives the details concerning the initial prior.

In addition to the Sims-Zha prior we add to the prior the information from the pre-EMU

period 1989Q1 to 1998Q4. Yts and Xts denote the matrices with the data from this training

sample. We have found that adding this training sample improves the marginal likelihood

of the VAR in the Euro Area sample.
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4.2 Results

This is a low-dimensional example. In the next draft, this example will be replaced by a

high-dimensional example.

The goal is to estimate a VAR with real output (GDP), the price level (HICP) and the

short-term interest rate (Eonia) in the euro area. In this example, we study whether it is

useful to add the 10-year bond yield and the M3 money aggregate to the VAR when the

interest is in modeling the crisis sample, 2007Q3 to 2010Q2. Accordingly, we have y1 =

{GDP, HICP, Eonia} and y2 = {10-year bond yield, M3}. The VAR is specified in levels,

it includes a constant term and two lags of the endogenous variables. We use two versions

of the Sims-Zha prior: with λ1 = 0.4 (looser Sims-Zha prior) and with λ1 = 0.2 (tighter

Sims-Zha prior), where λ1 is the hyperparameter controlling the overall tightness of the

prior. The remaining hyperparameters of the Sims-Zha prior are given in Appendix B. The

training sample prior places a subjective weight of 10 observations on the pre-crisis EMU

sample, 1999Q1 to 2007Q2, and zero weight on the pre-EMU sample, 1989Q1 to 1998Q4.

We have chosen these weights as they maximize the marginal likelihood of a VAR model of

y1 in the crisis sample. We have tried all combinations of subjective weights on the grid of

0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 and 40 observations, and the (10, 0) combination delivered the highest

marginal likelihood.

With N2 = 2 there are six VARs in Ω. Table 1 reports the marginal likelihoods of all

these models. Panel A shows results obtained with the looser Sims-Zha prior and Panel B

shows results obtained with the tighter Sims-Zha prior.

block-exogeneity pattern log p(y)

1. GDP,HICP,EONIA,M3,10-year bond yield 94.4

2. GDP,HICP,EONIA,M3 BE 10-year bond yield 94.6

3. GDP,HICP,EONIA,10-year bond yield BE M3 95.8

4. GDP,HICP,EONIA BE M3,10-year bond yield 95.3

5. GDP,HICP,EONIA BE M3 BE 10-year bond yield 95.3

6. GDP,HICP,EONIA BE 10-year bond yield BE M3 95.8

Table 1 Panel A looser Sims-Zha prior (λ1 = 0.4 )
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block-exogeneity pattern log p(y)

1. GDP,HICP,EONIA,M3,10-year bond yield 93.6

2. GDP,HICP,EONIA,M3 BE 10-year bond yield 93.4

3. GDP,HICP,EONIA,10-year bond yield BE M3 94.3

4. GDP,HICP,EONIA BE M3,10-year bond yield 93.7

5. GDP,HICP,EONIA BE M3 BE 10-year bond yield 93.6

6. GDP,HICP,EONIA BE 10-year bond yield BE M3 94.0

Table 1 Panel B: tighter Sims-Zha prior (λ1 = 0.2)

We would like to emphasise two findings. First, the best VAR with the variables of

interest does not include M3. The best VAR with the variables of interest is either the VAR

with the variables of interest and the 10-year bond yield (model 3) or the VAR with the

variables of interest only (model 6). The VARs with M3 have lower marginal likelihood,

irrespective of the tightness of the prior.

Second, the VARs with the looser prior fit better than the VARs with the tighter prior.

Note that the tighter prior is the standard Sims-Zha prior. This finding agrees with the

findings of Giannone et al. (2010) who show, using other data, that looser Sims-Zha priors

yield better out-of-sample fit in small VARs. A VAR with five variables is a small VAR.

5 Alternative approaches and why there are less attractive

The Bayesian approach to model comparison requires models to have the same endogenous

variables. The statistic used for comparing models in the Bayesian approach is the marginal

likelihood, i.e. the model-implied prior predictive density of the endogenous variables eval-

uated at the actually observed data. Marginal likelihoods are thus only comparable when

the endogenous variables are the same in the compared models.

The approach used in this paper is to compare marginal likelihoods of all N variables,

p(Y |ω) = p(Y1, Y2|ω), even though we are ultimately only interested in the first block of

variables. p(Y ) is affected by the fit of the model for all variables y2, also those that belong

to further blocks and are thus not useful for modeling y1. This forces us to consider different

alternative models of these dropped variables and makes the relevant family of models Ω
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larger.

This section compares p(Y ) with three statistics that focus on the fit of the model for

y1 only. These three statistics are constructed so that they depend only on the first block

of variables, y1, y2.1|ω. Therefore, these statistics are independent from how we model other

variables in y2, those that are not useful for modeling y1. This seems attractive. However,

we show that the focus on y1 is bought at the price of discarding useful data evidence.

5.1 Three statistics measuring the fit of the model for y1

The first statistic about y1 is the marginal predictive density of Y1, that is, the marginal

likelihood of (Y1, Y2.1|ω) marginalized with respect to Y2.1|ω

p(Y1|ω) =

∫
p(Y1, Y2.1|ω)dY2.1|ω. (13)

The second statistic about y1 is the predictive density of Y1 conditional on the actually

observed Y2.1|ω

p(Y1|Y2.1|ω, ω) =
p(Y1, Y2.1|ω)∫

p(Y1, Y2.1|ω)dY2.1|ω
. (14)

The third statistic about y1 is the predictive density score for Y1 at horizon h (h may

be a vector of horizons).

g(Y1, h|ω) =

T−max(h)∏
t=1

p(y1(t+ h)|y(i : i < t), ω) (15)

This statistic is used in Andersson and Karlsson (2007). Similar statistics are discussed

in Geweke and Amisano (2011), Eklund and Karlsson (2007).

5.2 Interpretation in terms of probabilities of models

[To be written.]

5.3 Relation with out-of-sample fit

This subsection illustrates the relation of the statistics p(Y |ω), p(Y1|ω), p(Y1|Y2.1, ω) and

g(Y1, h|ω) with the out-of-sample fit of model ω. It is useful here to make it explicit that all

the discussed statistics are conditional on the P pre-sample observations y1(−P + 1, ..., 0)
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and y2(−P + 1, ..., 0). We follow the discussion in Geweke (2005) p.67 and partition the

sequence of dates 1, ..., T using a strictly increasing sequence of integers {sj}Qj=0 with s0 = 0

and sQ = T . Next, we rewrite p(Y ) and the three statistics on Y1 in terms of models’

predictive densities for the periods 1...s1, s1 + 1...s2 etc. up to sQ−1...T .

p(Y |ω) = p(y1(1, ..., T ), y2(1, ..., T )|y1(−P + 1, ..., 0), y2(−P + 1, ..., 0), ω) =

=
∏Q

j=1
p(y1(sj−1 + 1, ..., sj), y2(sj−1 + 1, ..., sj)|y1(−P + 1, ..., sj−1), y2(−P + 1, ..., sj−1), ω)

(16)

p(Y1|ω) = p(y1(1, ..., T )|y1(−P + 1, ..., 0), y2.1|ω(−P + 1, ..., 0), ω) =

=
∏Q

j=1
p(y1(sj−1 + 1, ..., sj)|y1(−P + 1, ..., sj−1), y2.1|ω(−P + 1, ..., 0), ω) (17)

p(Y1|Y2.1|ω, ω) = p(y1(1, ..., T )|y1(−P + 1, ..., 0), y2.1|ω(−P + 1, ..., T ), ω) =

=
∏Q

j=1
p(y1(sj−1 + 1, ..., sj)|y1(−P + 1, ..., sj−1), y2.1|ω(−P + 1, ..., T ), ω)

(18)

g(Y1, {sj}Qj=0|ω) =
∏Q

j=1
p(y1(sj−1+1, ..., sj)|y1(−P+1, ..., sj−1), y2.1|ω(−P+1, ..., sj−1), ω)

(19)

The following lessons emerge from comparing equations (17)-(19) with equation (16).

First, p(Y1|ω) uses least information and thus delivers smallest differences between mod-

els. This is so because it only conditions on the variables y2 up to period 0. To consider

an extreme (but not unrealistic) case, suppose that i) all variables in y2 are normalized so

that they all have the same value in period 0, ii) the VAR has one lag and iii) we use a

Sims-Zha prior. It is straightforward to show that in this case p(Y1|ω) will be the same in

all models with the same number of variables in y2.1|ω.

Second, p(Y1|Y2.1|ω, ω) is not really an out-of-sample measure since it conditions on

y2.1|ω(−P+1, ..., T ). This statistic measures how well model ω captures the relation between
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y1 and y2. But to forecast y1 out-of-sample we need to both caputre this relation well and

also to forecast y2.1|ω out-of-sample. p(Y1|Y2.1|ω, ω) does not measure the out-of-sample fit

of y2.1|ω.

Third, g(Y1, {sj}Qj=0|ω) uses the same information set as p(Y ). It is thus free of the dis-

advantages of p(Y1|ω) and p(Y1|Y2.1|ω, ω) discussed above. However, p(Y1|ω), p(Y1|Y2.1|ω, ω)

and g(Y1, {sj}Qj=0|ω) share the following disadvantage: they ignore the evidence on model

fit coming from the fit of y2 forecasts. In all models ω ∈ Ω, y1 is useful for predicting y2.

Thus, models where the first block y1, y2.1|ω is well chosen also have an edge in forecasting

the remaining variables, y2.g>1|ω. This additional evidence is used in p(Y ) to discriminate

between models. In contrast, p(Y1|ω), p(Y1|Y2.1, ω) and g(Y1, h|ω) ignore this additional

evidence.

Finally, note that any partition {sj}Qj=0 leads to the same values of statistics p(Y |ω),

p(Y1|ω) and p(Y1|Y2, ω). In contrast, g(Y1, {sj}Qj=0|ω) is different for different partitions

{sj}Qj=0. For example, the best model for forecasting one period ahead may differ from

the best model for forecasting four periods ahead. This is a practical problem in using

g(Y1, {sj}Qj=0|ω).

5.4 Computational issues

[To be written: With conjugate priors, p(Y ) is cheaper to compute than any of the alter-

native measures.]

6 Conclusions

[To be written.]
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A Marginal Likelihood of a VAR

In this Appendix we derive expression (12), i.e. the marginal likelihood of VAR model (1)

with prior (6). We include this derivation in the paper, because this derivation appears

simpler than the derivations available in the literature.

To derive expression (12) we proceed in four steps. First, we rewrite the prior (6)

including the normalizing constant. Second, we state and prove a useful lemma. Third, we

derive the density p(Y |Σ). Fourth, we derive the marginal likelihood p(Y ).

Step one. Consider expression (6). The prior density of B and Σ, including the

normalizing constant, is given by

p(B,Σ) = p(B|Σ)× p(Σ) (20)

= (2π)−NK/2|Σ|−K/2|X̃ ′X̃|N/2 exp

(
−1

2
tr(B − B̃)′X̃ ′X̃(B − B̃)Σ−1

)
×CIW(S̃, ν̃;N)|Σ|−(ν̃+N+1)/2 exp

(
−1

2
tr S̃Σ−1

)
.

The second line is the normal density of B conditional on Σ. The third line is the inverse

Wishart density of Σ. The normalizing constant of the N -dimensional inverse Wishart

density is given by

CIW(S, ν;N) =
2−νN/2|S|ν/2

ΓN
(
ν
2

) . (21)

The term ΓN
(
ν
2

)
is the multivariate Gamma function defined as

ΓN

(ν
2

)
= πN(N−1)/4

N∏
n=1

Γ

(
ν + 1− n

2

)
. (22)

Step two. The following lemma is useful.

Lemma 1 Suppose that D is a scalar, X and B are K ×N matrices, C and Σ are N ×N

matrices, A is a K ×K matrix, and Σ and A are nonsingular. Then the following equality

holds

D exp

(
−1

2
tr
(
X ′AX − 2X ′B + C

)
Σ−1

)
= (2π)−KN/2|A|N/2|Σ|−K/2 exp

(
−1

2
vec(X −A−1B)′

(
Σ−1 ⊗A

)
vec(X −A−1B)

)
×(2π)KN/2|A|−N/2|Σ|K/2D exp

(
−1

2
tr(−B′A−1B + C)Σ−1

)
.
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The proof of the lemma follows from simple algebra:

D exp

(
−1

2
tr
(
X ′AX − 2X ′B + C

)
Σ−1

)
= (2π)−KN/2|A|N/2|Σ|−K/2(2π)KN/2|A|−N/2|Σ|K/2D

× exp

(
−1

2
tr(X ′AX − 2X ′B +B′A−1B −B′A−1B + C)Σ−1

)
= (2π)−KN/2|A|N/2|Σ|−K/2 exp

(
−1

2
vec(X −A−1B)′

(
Σ−1 ⊗A

)
vec(X −A−1B)

)
×(2π)KN/2|A|−N/2|Σ|K/2D exp

(
−1

2
tr(−B′A−1B + C)Σ−1

)
.

Step three. We derive the density p(Y |Σ): (i) we use p(Y |B,Σ) and p(B|Σ) to derive

p(Y,B|Σ), and (ii) we integrate out B from p(Y,B|Σ). We have:

p(Y,B|Σ) = p(Y |B,Σ)p(B|Σ)

= (2π)−TN/2|Σ|−T/2 exp

(
−1

2
tr(Y −XB)′(Y −XB)Σ−1

)
×(2π)−NK/2|Σ|−K/2|X̃ ′X̃|N/2 exp

(
−1

2
tr(B − B̃)′X̃ ′X̃(B − B̃)Σ−1

)
= (2π)−TN/2|Σ|−T/2(2π)−NK/2|Σ|−K/2|X̃ ′X̃|N/2

exp

(
−1

2
tr
(
B′(X ′X + X̃ ′X̃)B − 2B′(X ′Y + X̃ ′Ỹ ) + Y ′Y + Ỹ ′X̃(X̃ ′X̃)−1X̃ ′Ỹ

)
Σ−1

)
= (2π)−TN/2|Σ|−T/2|X̃ ′X̃|N/2|X̄ ′X̄|−N/2

exp

(
−1

2
tr
(
−Ȳ ′X̄(X̄ ′X̄)−1X̄ ′Ȳ + Y ′Y + Ỹ ′X̃(X̃ ′X̃)−1X̃ ′Ỹ

)
Σ−1

)
×N (B; B̄,Σ⊗ (X̄ ′X̄)−1).

The first equality follows from the definition of the conditional density. The second equality

from the definitions of the likelihood and the prior. After the third equality we rearrange

terms. In the fourth equality we use X̄ ′X̄ = X ′X + X̃ ′X̃, X̄ ′Ȳ = X ′Y + X̃ ′Ỹ , B̄ ≡

(X̄ ′X̄)−1X̄ ′Ȳ , and we use Lemma 1. We can simplify the expression in the exponent as

follows

−Ȳ ′X̄(X̄ ′X̄)−1X̄ ′Ȳ + Y ′Y + Ỹ ′X̃(X̃ ′X̃)−1X̃ ′Ỹ

= Y ′Y + Ỹ ′Ỹ − Ȳ ′X̄(X̄ ′X̄)−1X̄ ′Ȳ − Ỹ ′Ỹ + Ỹ ′X̃(X̃ ′X̃)−1X̃ ′Ỹ = S̄ − S̃.
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Integrating out B from p(Y,B|Σ) yields

p(Y |Σ) =

∫
p(Y,B|Σ)dB = (2π)−TN/2|Σ|−T/2 |X̃

′X̃|N/2

|X̄ ′X̄|N/2
exp

(
−1

2
tr
(
S̄ − S̃

)
Σ−1

)
(23)

This integral is computed by noting that the normal density of B integrates to one.

Step four. We derive the marginal likelihood p(Y ): (i) we use p(Y |Σ) and p(Σ) to

derive p(Y,Σ), and (ii) we integrate out Σ from p(Y,Σ). We have:

p(Y,Σ) = p(Y |Σ)p(Σ)

= (2π)−TN/2|Σ|−T/2 |X̃
′X̃|N/2

|X̄ ′X̄|N/2
exp

(
−1

2
tr
(
S̄ − S̃

)
Σ−1

)
×CIW(S̃, ν̃;N)|Σ|−(ν̃+N+1)/2 exp

(
−1

2
tr S̃Σ−1

)
= (2π)−TN/2

|X̃ ′X̃|N/2

|X̄ ′X̄|N/2
CIW(S̃, ν̃;N)

CIW(S̄, ν̃ + T ;N)
CIW(S̄, ν̃+T ;N)|Σ|−(ν̃+T+N+1)/2 exp

(
−1

2
tr S̄Σ−1

)
.

The first equality follows from the definition of the conditional density. The second equality

uses (23) and (20). The third equality follows from simple algebra.

Integrating out Σ from p(Y,Σ) yields

p(Y ) =

∫
p(Y,Σ)dΣ = (2π)−TN/2

|X̃ ′X̃|N/2

|X̄ ′X̄|N/2
CIW(S̃, ν̃;N)

CIW(S̄, ν̃ + T ;N)

This integral is computed by noting that the inverse Wishart density integrates to one.

Using the definition of the normalizing constant, (21), yields

p(Y ) = (2π)−TN/2
|X̃ ′X̃|N/2

|X̄ ′X̄|N/2
2−ν̃N/2|S̃|ν̃/2

ΓN
(
ν̃
2

) ΓN
(
ν̃+T

2

)
2−(ν̃+T )N/2|S̄|(ν̃+T )/2

= π−TN/2
|X̃ ′X̃|N/2

|X̄ ′X̄|N/2
ΓN
(
ν̃+T

2

)
ΓN
(
ν̃
2

) |S̃|ν̃/2

|S̄|(ν̃+T )/2
,

which is expression (12).

B Initial Prior About B and Σ

This appendix gives the details concerning the initial prior, introduced in Section 4.1, about

B and Σ. This initial prior consists of the modified Minnesota prior and the Sims dummy

observations prior Sims and Zha (1998). We implement them following Bańbura et al. (2010).

This prior is built from four components.
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The first component is the modified Litterman prior. The modified Litterman prior is

p(vecB|Σ) = N

vec

 IN

0K−N×N

 ,Σ⊗WW ′

 . (24)

Recall that K = NP + 1 is the number of right-hand side variables in the VAR. N denotes

the normal density. Furthermore, W is a diagonal matrix of size K × K such that the

diagonal entry corresponding to variable n and lag p equals λ1/(σ̂np
λ2). The terms λ1, λ2,

and σ̂n are hyperparameters. Let P̄ = (1, ..., P ) and σ̂ = (σ̂1, ..., σ̂N ). Then

W−1 = diag
(
λ−1

1 P̄ λ2 ⊗ σ̂, λ−1
3

)
,

where λ3 is a hyperparameter associated with the constant term γ. We implement the

modified Litterman prior with the dummy observations

YLitterman = W−1

 IN

0K−N×N

 , XLitterman = W−1.

We set σ̂ equal to sample standard deviations of residuals from univariate autoregressive

models with P lags fit to the individual series in the sample.

The second component of the initial prior is the one-unit-root prior. The one-unit-root

prior is implemented with the single dummy observation

Yone−unit−root = λ4ȳ, Xone−unit−root = λ4(ȳ, ..., ȳ, 1),

where λ4 and ȳ are hyperparameters. We set ȳ = (1/P )
P−1∑
t=0

y−t, the average of initial values

of y. This follows Sims and Zha (1998).

The third component is the no-cointegration prior. The no-cointegration prior is imple-

mented with the N dummy observations

Yno−cointegration = λ5 diag(ȳ), Xno−cointegration = λ5(diag(ȳ), ...,diag(ȳ), 0),

where λ5 is a hyperparameter.

The fourth component of the initial prior is an inverse Wishart prior about Σ with mean

diag(σ̂2). This prior is

p(Σ) = IW(ZZ ′, ν0) ∝ |Σ|−(ν0+N+1)/2 exp

(
−1

2
tr
(
ZZ ′Σ−1

))
= |Σ|−(ν0+1)/2|Σ|−N/2 exp

(
−1

2
tr
(
Z ′ − 0B

)′ (
Z ′ − 0B

)
Σ−1

)
,
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where IW denotes the inverse Wishart density and ZN×N and ν0 are hyperparameters.

This prior is proportional to a likelihood of N observations with YΣ = Z ′ and XΣ = 0N×K ,

multiplied by the factor |Σ|−(ν0+1)/2. We set Z =
√
ν0 −N − 1 diag(σ̂i) which implies that

the mean of this prior is

E(Σ) =
ZZ ′

ν0 −N − 1
= diag(σ̂2

n).

We set ν0 = K + N = N(P + 1) + 1. The reason for this choice for the value of ν0 is as

follows. The inverse Wishart density is proper when ν0 > N −1. The whole Sims-Zha prior

for B and Σ is proper when ν0 > K +N − 1, because K degrees of freedom are “used up”

by the normal density of B. Therefore, as a rule of thumb we use the next integer value of

ν0.

Collecting all dummy observations introduced here yields

YSZ =


YLitterman

Yone−unit−root

Yno−cointegration

YΣ

 , and XSZ =


XLitterman

Xone−unit−root

Xno−cointegration

XΣ

 .

The matrices YSZ and XSZ appear in expression (6).

We use two versions of this prior. In the first version, we set λ1 = 0.4, λ2 = 0.5,

λ3 = 2, λ4 = 0.5, and λ5 = 0.5. In the second version, we set λ1 = 0.2 and the other

hyperparameters are the same as in the first version.

C MC3

[To be written.]

D Computation of p(Y1|ω)

[To be written.]
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